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My name is Natalia and this

magazine will  be devoted to my

stay in Bucharest, Romania,

hosting organization ACTOR. My

sending organization is Fundation

CAT (Centrum Aktywnsci

Tworczej) from Leszno, Poland.  

Aim of the project is to create a

debate and cooperation among all

the participants EVS specialists,

mentors and coordinators, to

improve the quality of the

mentors’  support for young

volunteers with few opportunities

involved in the EVS projects. 

In my organization I 'm a

coordinator of local projects, and

when it comes to projects related

to EVS, I 'm a special mentor for

volunteers who need special

support. 

In this magazine I want to

describe my experiences and

feelings that accompany me

during job shadowing.  

I  will  try to describe one day on

each page. Also including arrival

and departure days.  

Because I think that every day

people can learns something and

what we learn will  depend only on

ourselves. 

On the day of arrival I  din't have

much time for any activities. It

was time to get acclimatized in a

new place.  

But the most amazing thing for me

was the trip from the airport to

the flat.  I  think I had the pleasure

to found the greatest guide in the

city. During the trip he talked

about monuments, museums and

the most important buildings.  

But the most important thing for

me was that I could learn more

about the history of this beautiful

city. In a sense, thanks to his

stories, I  could feel part of the

community. I  could feel the real

Bucharest, not the one who wants

to show us the media or the

internet. It was a very moving

experience for me. I think that for

many young people it could be the

best history lesson, but also a

great humility lesson. 

Bucharest is  the capital

and largest city  of

Romania ,  as well as it 's

cultural ,  industrial ,  and

financial centre .


